Thank you for being a Bold Prime Client!
Bold Prime welcomes you to our Creator Challenge Program, an exclusive promotion for all
our clients.
This promotion is only applicable to Bold Prime clients (registered & verified with Bold
Prime).
* Terms & Conditions Apply
CREATOR CHALLENGE TERMS & CONDITIONS:
* For you to be eligible and participate, the below criteria have to be fulfilled:
1. Registration Process:
● Step 1: Clients must register and verify their Account with Bold Prime.
● Step 2: Select the ‘$100,000 Giveaway’ tab on the list of items from the
Sidebar Menu.
● Step 3: Select the ‘Creator Challenge’ option and click on the ‘Join Now’
Button.
● Step 4: You’ve successfully registered for Bold Prime’s Creator Challenge
Promotion.
2. The guidelines for the Creator Challenge Promotion are as follows:
● In order to participate in the Creator Challenge, clients will have to create
content shouting out Bold Prime’s on-going campaigns with
#BoldPrimeCreatorChallange.
● To qualify, the created content has to be posted publicly on social media with
the hashtag #BoldPrimeCreatorChallange. It will need to be shared on our
social pages, and clients will need to like and follow our social channels.
i.
Facebook: Bold Prime
ii.
Instagram: bold.prime
iii.
Twitter: @boldprime
iv.
Telegram: @boldprimeofficial
● Send us a Facebook Message with a link of your post and ensure that your
Privacy Settings allows Bold Prime to view your post.
● Only after confirmation of meeting the above requirements will the cash prize
be released to the winning clients trading account.
● Selection of winners will be chosen weekly. Duplicate and past winners will
not be eligible.
● The total prize pool for the Creator Challenge promotion is $10,000 U.S.D.
3. The Creator Challenge promotion period is from 26th September (12:00AM GMT+8) to
25th November 2022 (11:59PM GMT+8).
4. All registration post 25th September 2022 (12:00AM GMT+8) does qualify to be eligible
as a contestant for the Bold Prime Creator Challenge promotion.

5. Each campaign has its own prize pool which will be discussed in their respective Terms
& Conditions.
6. Unless otherwise noted, there will be NO OVERLAP in the promotions in any shape or
form.
7. Unless otherwise noted, any bonus cannot be added to internal transfer deposits
amongst client accounts or deposits from other contests/promotions, etc.
8. Bold Prime has the right to reject a client's bonus application(s) / contest participation(s)
at any time without prior notice or explanation.
9. Bold Prime reserves the right to terminate a client's incentive at any time without notice.
10. Any circumstance not covered by these regulations is up to Bold Prime’s discretion.
11. Bold Prime reserves the right to change, update or cancel this promotion with no prior
notifications.
12. Winners will be contacted and will be asked to sign a contract that includes all of their full
details. There will be certain requirements that the winner will have to fulfil in order to
proceed with the announcement and prize-giving. Prizes are subject to change by Bold
Prime without any prior notice.
* A client may only become a contestant if they are deemed eligible via the conditions as
stated above.
* Any other redemption process is not permitted and will not be entertained.
* All instructed steps must be followed by all users and may only be verified by Bold Prime
Ltd.
* Bold Prime reserves the right to request a client for evidence (screenshots etc.) and Bold
Prime account details to authenticate and verify that winning clients have taken all the
necessary steps required to be eligible to enter this promotion. The client will have to provide
Bold Prime with all necessary forms of evidence upon request.
* Bold Prime reserves the right to modify, cancel and limit any promotion or offer. We reserve
the right to refuse providing offers and/or promotions to individuals or organisations at our
discretion. No warranties or guarantees are made. All material is copyright Bold Prime or to
the third party mentioned. Material cannot be published in any form without prior written
approval by Bold Prime. By using any techniques or resources provided, you accept all
liability for your actions.

